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Abstract
To empirically evaluate the ambitious NeuroIS visions in this paper we asked the brain
and its owner, using 10 psychophysiological NeuroIS instruments and traditional
subjective assessments during the execution of Microsoft Excel tasks that took place
within a realistic large-scale experimental setup. To simultaneously elicit perceptive,
psychophysiological and if possible objective data, we chose a multi-method research
approach. By strictly following the NeuroIS guidelines we found evidence that NeuroIS
measures are more objective and that a combination of various NeuroIS tools increases
validity – supporting the corresponding NeuroIS claims. In addition we found that
worst performers had a much greater workload during their task performance
compared to top performers, which was coherently measurable by every single NeuroIS
indicator – supporting the NeuroIS claim of effective triangulation.
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Introduction
Increasingly human behavior scholars are equipped with more precise psychophysiological instruments
such as electroencephalography (EEG) or electrodermal activity (EDA) devices (Dimoka et al. 2012), and
some argue for “directly asking the brain, not the person.” (Dimoka et al. 2011, p. 687). This call to
directly ask the brain comes with visionary claims from the NeuroIS community of offering a form of
“objective and unbiased measurement” (Dimoka et al. 2011, p. 688), “improving the validity of research
findings … by combining two (or more) [Neuro IS] methods” (Riedl et al. 2010, p. 248), and “helping to
build IS theories” (Dimoka et al. 2011, p. 688).
While touching on the philosophical mind-body problem we empirically investigate from a
methodological perspective whether psychophysiological NeuroIS instruments are potentially more
objective and more useful for information systems scholars than traditional subjective assessments.
The mind-body problem refers to open philosophical questions concerning the existence of a human mind
and if so, the (causally) interaction of the mind and its physical body (Kim 2000). While the mind is
concerned with mental processes, thoughts and consciousness, the body is concerned with the physical
aspects of the brain and how the brain is structured. One major theoretical approach refers to the idea
that the mind does not exist distinct from the brain (monism); the opposite approach comprises the idea
that mind and body are different substances (substance dualism). While there is no final answer from
(philosophical) science, more and more results from neuroscience support the monistic approach (i.e.,
physicalism). If physicalism is true, human perceptions – which IS scholars capture using self-rating
instruments – simply reflect brain activity, which could be directly analyzed using psychophysiological
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NeuroIS instruments. If substance dualism is true, it is interesting to see whether NeuroIS instruments
can add complementary or contrary insights to subjective self-ratings.
That is why we asked the brain and its owner, using 10 NeuroIS instruments and established subjective
assessments during the execution of Microsoft Excel tasks that took place within a realistic large-scale
experimental setup. We simultaneously elicit perceptive, psychophysiological and if possible objective
data in a multi-method research approach.
Our main construct for the investigation is Cognitive Workload since several psychophysiological
instruments are available to study this concept. In a laboratory experiment we systematically compare the
psychophysiological NeuroIS indicators of Cognitive Workload with the subjective self-ratings. It is not
possible to assess Cognitive Workload directly using a pure objective instrument since this concept
reflects the mind part of the mind-body problem, but we know from prior literature from various
disciplines using survey and objective data, that Cognitive Workload is coherently negatively associated
with Task Performance (Miller 1956; Goodhue and Thompson 1995; Stanovich and West 2000). That is
why we additionally investigate the relationships between the body-related psychophysiological NeuroIS
indicators of Cognitive Workload with objective and subjective Task Performance indicators to shed more
light on Cognitive Workload as a psychological mind-concept.
We aim to contribute to the following research questions:
RQ1: Are NeuroIS measures the more objective ones (Dimoka et al. 2012, p. 679)?
RQ2: Does a combination of various NeuroIS tools increase validity (Riedl et al. 2010, p. 248)?
RQ3: Are NeuroIS measures suitable for triangulation (Dimoka et al. 2011, p. 692)?
RQ4: Which psychophysiological measures are the most predictive ones in terms of Task Performance?
At this stage of research the most important contributions from our work are:
1. We found evidence that NeuroIS measures are more objective and that a combination of various
NeuroIS tools increases validity – supporting the corresponding NeuroIS claims (RQ1 and RQ2).
2. The worst performers had a much greater Cognitive Workload during their Task Performance
compared to top performers, which was coherently measurable by every single NeuroIS indicator –
supporting the idea of effective triangulation and the corresponding NeuroIS claim (RQ3).
3. Based on the effect sizes at this stage of research, the number of (long) gaze fixations and electrodermal variance seems to be most predictive in terms of Task Performance (RQ4).
The paper is organized as follows: Next we show the research background, the research model and
subsequently derive the hypotheses. After that the research methodology, including the test procedure
and the MS Excel tasks used as well as the description of the NeuroIS Cognitive Workload measurements
are presented before the first results are shown and discussed.

Research Background, Research Model and Hypotheses
Since we are interested in finding out whether NeuroIS measures are more objective than self-ratings (see
RQ1) and if these NeuroIS measures are suitable for triangulation (see RQ3), we used both subjective and
psychophysiological Cognitive Workload indicators.
In order to assess Cognitive Workload using NeuroIS and subjective instruments we wove a web around
the Cognitive Workload concept by studying the relevant literature and identified the most important
influencing and effecting factors: Various theoretical perspectives (e.g. cognitive load theory, task
technology fit, job demands-resources) conceptualized Cognitive Workload as an important information
systems construct that strongly influences Task Performance. The related paradigm builds on the
principle that user’s cognitive capacity is limited. Despite the problem that measuring Cognitive Workload
is very difficult (Payne 1982; Sweller et al. 1998), it can be characterized by the cost of thinking or the
amount of elementary mental operations (Newell and Simon 1972). Since Task Demands and Users
Resources were identified as the main antecedents of Cognitive Workload from information processing
theory and all other subsequent or similar theories on memory processing (e.g. Evaristo et al. 1995), we
integrated these factors in our research model (see figure 1).
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Figure 1. Research Model (grey – full model; black – reduced model for ICIS short paper)
To assess RQ1 to RQ4 we triangulate various NeuroIS Workload indicators with self-rated (Subjective)
Cognitive Workload assessments. Based on the research questions and a philosophical science perspective
(mind-body problem) we derived the following hypotheses.
If physicalism is true, subjective ratings simply reflect brain activity. If dualism is true, brain and mind
possibly interact, but at least the mind adapts itself to the brain’s processes. In both cases a Cognitive
Workload assessment could be triangulated by NeuroIS if brain and mind respond with similar results,
which increases validity (RQ2 and RQ3). Thus we hypothesize:
H1: NeuroIS Workload indicators are positively associated with Subjective Cognitive Workload.
In addition, the known negative relationship between Workload and Task Performance should also be
true for both accesses – the mind and the brain (RQ2 and RQ3). Thus we hypothesize:
H2: NeuroIS Workload indicators are negatively associated with Subjective Task Performance.
H3: Subjective Cognitive Workload is negatively associated with Objective Task Performance.
From a purely materialistic body level perspective (which is true for physicalism and dualism) we
hypothesize (RQ2 and RQ3):
H4: NeuroIS Workload indicators are negatively associated with Objective Task Performance.
If the NeuroIS assessments are more objective than subjective ones (see RQ1) which is in accordance with
the physicalism theory approach, NeuroIS Workload indicators should be more strongly negatively
associated with Objective Task Performance than Subjective Workload indicators are negatively
associated with Objective Task Performance. Based on physicalism we hypothesize:
H5: NeuroIS Workload indicators are more strongly negatively associated with Objective Task
Performance than Subjective Workload indicators are negatively associated with Objective Task
Performance.
From a mind level perspective (which is true for both physicalism and dualism) we hypothesize:
H6: Subjective Cognitive Workload is negatively associated with Subjective Task Performance.
From physicalism we hypothesize:
H7: Subjective Task Performance is positively associated with Objective Task Performance.

Methodology
Test Procedure
The experiment was divided into 9 stages. Prior to all data collection, each test participant was welcomed
by the experimenter (supervisor) who explained the key points of the experiment by reading aloud a
detailed guide (stage 1). After that, the participant had to fill-out a consent form and the EDA device was
applied (stage 2). In stage 3 a pre-interview was conducted in order to capture qualitative data concerning
MS Excel skills and familiarity. In stage 4 the supervisor took the necessary precautions for the
experiment, for which we made use of eye-tracking, EEG, and facial action analysis. Hence, all the
psychophysiological systems were calibrated. In stage 5 the supervisor turned the task-sheet over, which
included a short note describing that in what followed the participant would be asked to solve 7 MS Excel
tasks within a time limit of approximately 5 minutes per task. If the participant signaled their
understanding of the task-sheet, the supervisor started the computer task system synchronized with the
psychophysiological systems (stage 6). At this stage the computer initially presented a questionnaire with
demographics and a general attitude and emotion questionnaire. After that the 7 MS Excel tasks were
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presented in a balanced way. After each MS Excel task the computer presented the NASA TLX
assessment. After finishing the MS Excel tasks the computer presented the general attitude and emotion
questionnaire again (stage 8). At the end of stage 8 the EEG was taken down. In stage 9 a qualitative postinterview was conducted.
Please note that in this short research-in-progress paper we only show the results from stages 4 to 8 and
not the results from the qualitative interviews or from the general attitude and emotion questionnaire, all
of which will be part of the extended manuscript.

Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet Tasks
According to the cognitive load theory based approach of Cerpa et al. (1995) and based on Yi and Davis’
(2003) procedure we systematically developed seven MS Excel spreadsheet tasks with different task
complexity to induce various intrinsic cognitive loads (see table 1). Task presentation was balanced in
terms of task difficulty.
No Task description (shortened)

Difficulty level (1-7)

Success rate

1

Simple calculation and labeling

1

74 %

2

Completion of a number sequence

2

66 %

3

Filter function within a given data table

3

62 %

4

Creation of a bar chart with given data table

4

53 %

5

Some standard calculations (+, -, *, sum)

5

45 %

6

Rounded mean of given data column

6

34 %

Complex formatting (thousands separator, date, Roman
7
7
11 %
number format)
Table 1. Task descriptions, difficulty level [1-very easy .. 7-very hard], and users success
rate (percentage of successfully solved tasks within sample)

Psychophysiological NeuroIS Cognitive Workload Measurements
We asked a participants’ brain using 10 NeuroIS Cognitive Workload indicators. Thereby we follow
guideline 2 of vom Brocke and Liang (2014) and carefully applied the neuroscience standards (EyeTracking: Duchowski (2007), Eyegaze Edge™ manual; EDA: Boucsein (2012), MentalBioScreen K3
manual; EEG: Delorme and Makeig (2004), Emotiv EPOC manual; Facial actions: Ekman et al. (2002),
Noldus FaceReader™ 6 manual).
Pupillary diameter: Pupillary assessment is an unobtrusive nonreactive research method well established
in psychology (Goldinger and Papesh 2012; Laeng et al. 2012) and physiology (Loewenfeld 1999;
Steinhauer et al. 2004) and also used in IS research (Cegarra and Chevalier 2008). It was coherently
found that an increase of Cognitive Workload directly leads to a pupillary dilation. Prior research found
that the pupillary diameter standard deviation (S.D.) is the proper Cognitive Workload measure within
realistic task environments where sequences of sub-tasks (e.g. information search, reading, recall of
information, writing) lead to a recurring demand for mental activity – resulting in a variability of the
pupils (Buettner 2013). To capture the pupillary diameter, eye-tracking was performed using the
binocular double 60 Hz Eyegaze Edge™ System with a 19” LCD monitor (86 dpi).
Gaze fixations: Information can only be perceived during gaze fixations and not 75msec before saccades
start, during saccades, and 50msec after saccades (Leigh and Kennard 2004). Increases in Cognitive
Workload correlates with an increase of fixations >250 msec and long fixations >500 msec (Just and
Carpenter 1976, 1980; Rayner 1998; Van Orden et al. 2001). These (long) fixations indicate a (deep)
cognitive processing. We used the number of fixations >250 msec and long fixations >500 msec as
Cognitive Workload indicators. In addition we measured the interquartile range of fixation duration Q.75Q.25 as a robust dispersion measure. Gaze fixation capturing was performed by the eye-tracking system
described above.
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EDA: According to Boucsein (2012) we measured Cognitive Workload by the standard deviation (S.D.) of
the EDA signal using the MentalBioScreen K3 device, which traces participants’ EDA each second.
Therefore, two sensors (ECG electrodes, 10-W 55 GS) were applied to the non-dominant hand of the
participant (1 channel).
EEG: Fairclough et al. (2005) found increased  and  power during demanding task activity. Gevins et al.
(1979) found increased ,  and  power during Task Performance while the effect for  is not of as much
importance. Ray and Cole (1985) found increased  activity reflects attentional demands and higher 
power cognitive processes. That is why we used ,  and  power as Cognitive Workload indicators from a
wireless high resolution Emotiv EPOC system (14 channels: AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1, O2, P8, T8, FC6,
F4, F8, AF4).
Facial action analysis: Stone and Wei (2011) found that facial actions measured by the Facial Action
Coding System (FACS, cf. Ekman and Friesen (1978); Ekman et al. (2002)) correlates with Cognitive
Workload. In order to analyze 20 FACS-based action units (AUs: inner brow raiser, brow lowerer, etc.) of
the participants we used an Axis IP HD 720p camera which was installed in front of the participant above
the monitor in combination with the Noldus FaceReader™ 6 software – calculating the AU-based
Cognitive Workload measure [0..1].

Subjective and Objective Measurements
All constructs of the research model (figure 1) were also operationalized by subjective measures (table 2).
Subjective Task Demand (STD) is the individual self-perception of how mentally demanding the task was
(Hart and Staveland 1988). STD, Subjective Cognitive Workload (SCW) and Subjective Task Performance
(STP) were assessed using the NASA TLX assessment by Hart and Staveland (1988); see table 2.
Construct Abbr Item text
Subjective
Skill Level
(α= .876,
CR = .924)
Subjective
Familiarity
Level
(α = .881,
CR = .925)

Load

SSL-1 My knowledge of Microsoft Excel is quite good.

.805

SSL-2 I don’t have much experience with Microsoft Excel.
[reversed coded]

.913

SSL-3 I am experienced in dealing with Microsoft Excel.

.963

SFL-1 I use Microsoft Excel on a daily basis.

.875

SFL-2 I do not use Microsoft Excel. [reversed coded]

.891

SFL-3 I frequently use Microsoft Excel.

.924

M

S.D.

Ref.

2.77 1.540 Self-dev.
based on
Marakas
3.36 1.887
et al.
(2007,
3.02 1.745 1998)
2.49 2.172 Self-dev.
based on
3.88 2.205 Venkatesh et al.
2.86 1.937 (2012)

Subj. Task
STD How mentally demanding was the task?
single 3.57 1.866
Demand
Hart and
Subj. Cogn.
SCW How hard did you have to work to accomplish your
single 3.63 1.916 Staveland
Workload
level of performance?
(1988)
Subj. Task
How
successful
were
you
in
accomplishing
what
you
STP
single 4.44 2.216
Performan.
were asked to do?
Table 2. Items used for subjective and objective measurements (7 point Likert-scale)
The resource related constructs ‘Skill Level’ and ‘Familiarity Level’ were self-developed based on the
computer self-efficacy argumentation by Marakas et al. (2007, 1998) for the Skill Level concept and the
computer usage argumentation by Venkatesh et al. (2012) for the Familiarity Level concept. A user’s Skill
Level means the level of competence in terms of using MS Excel. The Familiarity Level describes how
familiar and experienced a user is with handling MS Excel due to a certain level of usage in the past. We
carefully evaluated both new measures in terms of internal consistency reliability, which is given for the
new concepts as both values, Cronbach’s α and Composite Reliability CR, were above .7 (table 2).
Indicator reliability is also given since all factor loadings are above .707 (table 2) and they were all
significant at a .001 level (nonparametric bootstrapping with 5,000 samples). Concerning convergent
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validity we can report that average variance extracted values are above .5 (.8067 for Familiarity Level and
.8035 for Skill Level). Furthermore we successfully evaluated discriminant validity in terms of cross
loadings. All items load substantially higher on the respective construct than on the other unrelated
construct (least difference: .197) and the Fornell-Larcker criterion is also fulfilled for each concept since
the square roots of the average variance extracted values of the constructs (.8982 and .8964) are greater
than the correlation of both constructs (.7187).
Since the survey was conducted in Germany, items were translated and adjusted to meet the specific
requirements of the German language according to Brislin (1970). Objective Task Performance was
measured by the number of successfully solved tasks [0..7].

First Results and Discussion
Sample Characteristics
We recruited the first 53 working professionals to take part in a computer experiment. Please note that
the whole experiment is still running and we expect to recruit >200 participants. Here we report the
results of the first 53 participants (27 male, 26 female) aged from 19 to 67 years (M=29.9, S.D.=14.9)
having from .5 to 42 years working experience (M=9.4, S.D.=12.9). All results exclusively concerning the
hypotheses with objective and subjective constructs (none with psychophysiological NeuroIS indicators)
are based on this n=53 sample.
To briefly sketch the promising research-in-progress results concerning the NeuroIS indicators, we draw
on those participants who were either very successful (6 or 7 correct task solutions) or very unsuccessful
(0 or 1 correct task solution) and compare these both groups concerning their psychophysiological
NeuroIS Workload indicators. We controlled the selection for age since age often influences physiological
responses. As the selection result, the very unsuccessful group consists of the 8 worst performers aged
from 19 to 28 (M 22.6, S.D. 3.2). The very successful group consists of the 6 top performers aged from 19
to 29 (M 23.7, S.D. 3.9). As expected, the top-performer group were more skilled (SSL 4.9 vs. 2.1) and
more familiar (SFL 4.1 vs. 2.0) with MS Excel compared to the worst-performer group (self-rating).

Psychophysiological NeuroIS based Assessment of Cognitive Workload
Pupillary data were cleaned by eye blinks (Verney et al. 2001). Pupillary, gaze fixation and EDA indicators
were calculated with SPSS 17.0. We controlled all EDA values for room temperature (all n.s.). EEG data
were filtered and preprocessed after removing baselines according to the EEGLAB manual (Delorme and
Makeig 2004). Based on the EEGLAB toolbox 13.4.4b in conjunction with MATLAB R2015a we computed
the Cognitive Workload related power spectra (, ,  II) over all 14 scalp electrodes (including bandpass
filtering, and ICA). The facial AU-indicator was computed using the Noldus FaceReader™ 6. For the
worst- and top-performer groups all NeuroIS Workload indicators are shown in table 3. Please note the
excellent effect sizes (table 3). As a result we found significantly increased pupil diameter and EDA
variation (S.D.) within the worst-performer group – both indicating more Cognitive Workload in this
group (Boucsein 2012; Buettner 2013). In addition we found that worst-performers showed a greater time
spread of gaze fixation and had much more gaze fixation >250msec/500msec which also indicates higher
Cognitive Workload (Rayner 1998; Van Orden et al. 2001).
Furthermore, we found significantly increased ,  and  EEG power within the worst-performer group –
also indicating more Cognitive Workload (Fairclough et al. 2005; Gevins et al. 1979; Ray and Cole 1985).
Finally, we found that the worst-performers had much more facial activity than the top-performers which
also shows higher Cognitive Workload (Ekman et al. 2002; Stone and Wei 2011). These coherent results
support the neural-efficiency hypothesis which states that more skilled and experienced individuals
display lower (more efficient) brain activation while performing cognitive tasks (Neubauer and Fink
2009). As noted earlier our top-performers were much more skilled and more familiar with MS Excel.
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Source

NeuroIS indicator
Ø Worst-Perform. Ø Top-Perform. Signific. Cohen’s d
S.D. (s) Left Pupil
.273 mm
.200 mm
p < .1
.72
S.D. (s) Right Pupil
.270 mm
.192 mm
p < .1
.89
EyeFixation Duration Q.75-Q.25
.159 sec
.141 sec
p < .1
.75
Tracking
No. Fixations > 250msec
1,943.5
1,263.5
p < .05
.85
No. Fixations > 500msec
471.0
336.8
p < .1
.76
EDA
S.D. (s) EDA signal
p < .1
.83
34.12 S
21.13 S
622.422
101.038
p < .001
.56
Theta  (4-8 Hz) Power
EEG
249.443
70.665
p < .001
.50
Alpha  (8-13 Hz) Power
75.521
36.479
p < .01
.34
Beta  II (15-21 Hz) Power
Face
Facial Action Unit Indicator
.318
.291
p < .1
.83
Table 3. NeuroIS indicators of worst vs. top-performers. [MATLAB, FaceReader, SPSS]
Concerning the relationships between NeuroIS indicators and subjective as well as objective measures we
calculated the correlations over all n=14 worst- and top-performers (table 4).
Obj Task
Subj
Subj
Subj
Subj Task Subj Cogn
Perf
Task Perf Skills Familiarity Demand Workload
-.357ns
-.011ns
S.D. (s) Left Pupil
-.038ns
-.249ns
-.015ns
-.011ns
ns
ns
ns
-.389*
.231
S.D. (s) Right Pupil
-.288
-.436*
-.222
.189ns
ns
-.097
.465**
Fixation Duration Q.75-Q.25 -.365*
-.605**
-.461**
.605**
-.152ns
.240ns
No. Fixations > 250msec
-.527**
-.311ns
-.610**
.203ns
-.163ns
.209ns
No. Fixations > 500msec
-450*
-.407*
-.652***
-231ns
ns
ns
-.265
.389*
S.D. (s) EDA signal
-.486**
-.509**
-.192
.476**
.055ns
.178ns
-.378*
-.112ns
-.251ns
.086ns
Theta  (4-8 Hz) Power
ns
ns
.218
.218
-.367*
-.174ns
-.233ns
.110ns
Alpha  (8-13 Hz) Power
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
.474**
-.068
.002
.097
-.040
-.101
Beta  II (15-21 Hz) Power
ns
ns
ns
ns
-.060
.371*
Facial Action Unit Indicator
-.395*
-.222
-.077
.273
2 of 10
3 of 10
NeuroIS Correlation Share
7 of 10
4 of 10
3 of 10
2 of 10
Neuro IS indicator

Table 4. Correlation matrix NeuroIS – objective/subjective measures. p < .1*, .05**, .01***
Results from table 4 show that 7 of 10 NeuroIS Workload indicators significantly correlate with Objective
Task Performance at a medium-large effect level. In contrast, only 4 of 10 NeuroIS Workload indicators
significantly correlate with Subjective Task Performance. This result is interesting because for the first
time it shows evidence that the NeuroIS Workload indicators – Objective Task Performance relationships
are stronger than the NeuroIS Workload indicators – Subjective Task Performance relationships. In
conjunction with the result that Subjective Cognitive Workload correlates stronger with Subjective Task
Performance than Objective Task Performance (-.527), we have some evidence that psychophysiological
NeuroIS Workload indicators are actually more objective (RQ1). Since nearly all (20 of 21) significant
NeuroIS Workload indicator correlations point in the same direction (table 4), we also found indications
that a combination of various NeuroIS tools increases validity (RQ2). Results from table 4 show that
NeuroIS measures are suitable for triangulation (RQ3). Based on the effect sizes at this stage of the
research, the number of (long) gaze fixations and EDA variance seems to be most predictive in terms of
TP (RQ4).

Hypotheses Evaluation
To evaluate the hypotheses we built a multitrait-multimethod matrix (Campbell and Fiske 1959) for
Cognitive Workload and Task Performance, studied from both perspectives: objective and subjective. In
this short paper we show the matrix results for the NeuroIS Workload indicator ‘number of long gaze
fixations > 250 msec’ as one of the ten applied NeuroIS indicators.
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Concept
SUBJECTIVE
OBJECTIVE

Cogn WL
Task Perf
Cogn WL
Task Perf

SUBJECTIVE
Task Perf
Cogn Workload
NASA TLX
Measure
NASA TLX
-0.527** H6
TLX
(0.604)
**
(0.952)
TLX
-0.527 H6
-0.311ns H2
Fix250
0.203ns H1
0.653** H7
Corr Sol -0.393** H3/H5

OBJECTIVE
Cogn Workload
Task Perf
Fix > 250 msec Correct solutions
0.203ns H1
-0.393** H3/H5
ns
-0.311 H2
0.653** H7
(0.786)
-0.527* H4/H5
*
-0.527 H4/H5
(1.000)

Table 5. Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix (diagonal shows reliability). p < .05*, .0001**
H1 and H2 cannot be supported at the current stage of research (n=14) since there is no statistically
relevant relationship between the objective NeuroIS Workload indicator 'fixations > 250msec' and the
subjective user evaluations of Workload and Task Performance. That is interesting, because it seems that
subjective ratings do not simply reflect brain activity.
H3 and H4 are supported and, interestingly, Objective Task Performance correlates more strongly
negatively with the objective NeuroIS Workload indicator 'fixations > 250msec' (-0.527) than with the
Subjective Cognitive Workload assessment by NASA TLX (-0.393), which leads to support for H5. This
underlines the result above, i.e. psychophysiological NeuroIS Workload indicators are actually more
objective (RQ1).
H6 is supported since Cognitive Workload and Task Performance were subjectively coherently rated by
the participants with a substantial negative relationship between them (-.527).
H7 is supported (.653). While it was hard for the participants to evaluate the mind-related Cognitive
Workload concept, it seems to be easier to self-assess the manifest concept of Task Performance. In
addition and as shown in table 5, from the subjective as well the objective perspective, the reliability of the
mental concept 'Cognitive Workload' is lower than that of the more manifest concept 'Task Performance'.
This result emphasizes that the mental concept 'Cognitive Workload' is more error-/bias-prone and hard
to assess in comparison to manifest concepts. Because of this and since NeuroIS is costly it is often not
useful to assess / triangulate manifest concepts such as Task Performance using NeuroIS methods.
However, as shown above, the NeuroIS Workload indicator 'fixations > 250msec' is more closely related
to Objective Task Performance than Subjective Cognitive Workload is. That means that NeuroIS
instruments studying the brain directly open an avenue to more objective evaluations. That is why
NeuroIS can add fruitful (complementary or contrary) insights to subjective self-ratings of hardly
accessible and error-/bias-prone concepts such as Cognitive Workload (RQ2 and RQ3).

Future Research
Determining a user’s Cognitive Workload is often mentioned as a fundamental problem in information
systems research (Evaristo et al. 1995; Johannsen et al. 1992; Stassen et al. 1990), particularly in NeuroIS
(de Guinea et al. 2014; Dimoka et al. 2012, 2011; Riedl et al. 2010). It is remarkable that scholars have
traditionally investigated a Cognitive Workload and its derivatives (Cain 2007) primarily based on userperceived/nonobjective measures (Ayyagari et al. 2011; Gupta et al. 2013; Ragu-Nathan et al. 2008;
Tarafdar et al. 2010) or even discussed the need for more objective Cognitive Workload measurements
without any measurement proposal (Evaristo et al. 1995; Wastell 1999). The discourse on this topic has
shown the need to quantify Cognitive Workload based on objective physiological parameters (Dimoka et
al. 2011, 2012; Riedl et al. 2010).
Despite Cognitive Workload being hard to assess, its evaluation by NeuroIS instruments could be fruitful
for information systems scholars and could offer new data to evaluate workload-related information
systems and psychological theories, e.g. information processing theory (Miller 1956), cognitive load
theory (Sweller 1988; Sweller et al. 1998), flow theory (Csíkszentmihályi 1975), job demands-resources
theory (Bakker and Demerouti 2006), Task-Technology Fit Theory (Goodhue and Thompson 1995),
psychobiological theory (Kock 2004), and dual process theory (Stanovich and West 2000; Evans 2003).
In addition, studies using NeuroIS instruments may even help to uncover new constructs.
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In the extended manuscript we will also report on the question of whether we can localize neural
Workload correlates and whether we can shed light on the muddle of various types of Workload by
assessing these neural correlates both by using differentiating various tasks 1-7 and EEG scalp locations.
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